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Global variables in HAL, a logiimplementationBart DemoenMar��a Gar��a de la BandaKim MarriottPeter ShahtePeter StukeyReport CW271, September 1998Department of Computer Siene, K.U.LeuvenAbstratHAL is a new logi language that makes it easy to implementonstraint solvers. HAL gets most of its eÆieny from ompiling toMerury ode. The main mismath between HAL and Merury isthat HAL supports variables a la Prolog, while Merury reognisesbasially only the instantiations new and ground. We desribe herethe shema that overomes this mismath: it relies on a Parma rep-resentation of variables. Its main advantage is that one a datastru-ture is ground, it has the same internal representation as a Meruryground term. Experiments show that our shema is very ompetitivewith any other logi implementation that supports unbound terms.We also disuss the implementation of delay for the Herbrand solver.



Global variables in HAL, a logi implementation �Bart Demoen (1), Mar��a Gar��a de la Banda (2),Kim Marriott (2), Peter Shahte (3), Peter Stukey (3)(1) K.U.Leuven bmd�s.kuleuven.a.be(2) Monash University mbanda,marriott�s.monash.edu.au(3) Melbourne University pets,pjs�s.mu.oz.aubmd�s.kuleuven.a.befmbanda;marriotg�s.monash.edu.aufpets;pjsg�s.mu.oz.auAbstratReently, there has been interest in the use of (baktrakable) global variables in Prolog: theyusually are presented as syntati sugar for threaded variables and therefore their semantis islogial. However, the implementation of global variables through program transformation hassome drawbaks: it is diÆult to ombine with separate ompilation of modules and withhigher order prediates. There is also a performane problem with the transformed program ifthe added variables are only infrequently aessed. We here desribe another implementationof suh global variables, within SICStus 3.0: the hanges to the system are extremely small.Baktrakable global variables in HAL - a logi language with support for writing onstraintsolvers - allow for a partiular eÆient implementation of baktrakable global variables: aessto their value is onstant time. We also desribe another type of global variables: they arenon-baktrakable and their semantis depends on the exeution strategy.1 IntrodutionSee [4℄ and [3℄ for seminal work and explanation on global variables. In [4℄, [3℄ global baktrakablevariables (GBVs) are implemented by program transformation: variables are added to prediatesthat use diretly or indiretly GBVs. We all this implementation "loal" beause it hanges theprogram loally: still, as in [4℄, it needs global analysis to perform this transformation in an optimalway.Hidden Aumulation Grammars (HAGs) [6℄ o�er another implementation to a similar on-strut: BinProlog [7℄ has a global (i.e. visible from all Prolog ode) table (implemented as a hashtable) with an assoiation between atoms and a value. This might look similar to the funtionalitythat is o�ered by the reord-prediates in DEC-10 ompliant Prolog implementations, but thereare two important di�erenes: the BinProlog table is fully baktrakable (ie. any hange to thetable is undone on baktraking over the hange) and more importantly, the values assoiated tothe atoms, reside on the heap, so that on aessing the value, it needs not to be opied to theheap. The former di�erene an be mimiked in SICStus with the undo/1 prediate, the latter isnot readily possible. Still, the fat that values reside on the heap - making aess independent ofthe size of the value - an be ruial in many ases. Paul Tarau has argued often that GBVs an be�This is a HAL working doument - started July 1997, �nished September 1998



implemented with HAGs: indeed, the semantis of GBVs is the same whether implemented withHAGs or with threaded variables. We all the implementation with an assoiation table (like inBinProlog or similar ones) "global" beause the assoiation table is globally aessible. However,it has never been lear how suh a table an be easely implemented in another Prolog system.We show here two global implementations of GBVs in SICStus: both are based on two extremelysimple primitives written in C 1; the �rst is dynami in nature (i.e. new GBVs an be reated atruntime) while the seond exploits the restritions on GBVs in HAL (see later) that all GBVsare known at ompile time; this results in truly onstant time (and low ost) aess of valuesassoiated to GBVs. Our motivation for this work is in the HAL projet [1℄: its aim is to designand implement a logi language in whih it is easy to program (onstraint) solvers and with loseto Merury performane; more details an be found in http://www.s.kuleuven.a.be/ bmd/HAL.Release 0.1 of HAL ompiles to SICStus and work on ompiling to Merury is under progress:eventually, we will implement GBVs also in Merury, and the urrent implementation of GBVs inSICStus serves as a preparation.HAL, as Prolog, supports dynami loading of modules, i.e. not all modules that are used duringa run of a program are known at the moment the program starts. The semantis of dynami loadingof modules is quite lear, until the moment GBVs are introdued: it is one of our main onernsto make the semantis of dynami loading of modules onise and orretly implemented.HAL supports the soped to onstrut (this onstrut was hinted at in [4℄): we will show howour implementation aters for it straithforwardly.We assume the reader is familiar with SICStus 3.0, in partiular with mutable objets. TheSICStus doumentation ontains enough info. We will abuse this paper to introdue some HALprogramming onepts.2 Baktrakable global variables in HALGlobal variables in HAL must be delared in the module they are soped to. This is done with adelaration like::- glob var X is list(int) init [1,2,3℄.where X is the name of the global variable, list(int) its type and [1,2,3℄ its initial value. Theinitial value is optional. (The urrent value of) X an be used in 3 ontexts:� assignment: $X := <term>� uni�ation: $X = <term>� soped exeution: [$X℄ soped to GoalTheir exat semantis an be found in [1℄, but it is rather intuitive and similar to [4℄. E.g. thesemantis of the initial value in the glob var delaration is that on �rst usage of X, it will have thatinitial value.HAL supports dynami loading of modules: this is needed for the ompiler, as it loads duringthe ompilation the solver normalisation (and in the future the solver analysis); the module to beloaded, is only known at a moment that the ompiler has already performed some omputation,so the loading annot be done at startup time of the ompiler. It was felt that the semantis of1We have only added some 25 lines of ode to initial.2



loading a module should not depend on the moment at whih this loading takes plae, whether it isbaktraked over or whether it happens more than one (the system ould deide in a transparantway to unload a module and reload it later). As the semantis of modules loaded one and beforeany omputation is started seems quite lear and easy to understand, we deided that the semantisof loading that takes plae later, must be implemented with the exatly same semantis, i.e. as ifthe loading had taken plae one in the beginning.One of the guiding priniples in the SICStus implementation of GBVs, was not to make anydrasti hanges to SICStus: this preluded e.g. putting heap terms "outside" the usual heap orusing the (destrutive) trailing mehanism for entities not on the heap. The former is useful e.g.for avoiding repeated opying of ground objets; the latter for implementing the baktrakableassoiation table as in BinProlog. Using implementation onstruts in suh non-intended ways, anonfuse tidy-trail (on exeution of ut), the range tests during uni�ation, marking and early resetduring garbage olletion of the heap - and possibly a�ets many other plaes whih assume thatpointers are within the heap and loal stak.We need to keep an assoiation between the names of the global variables and their value - asabstrated by a pointer to the heap. The values themselves live on the heap beause they an bepartially instantiated and also beause they are baktrakable. The assoiation data struture thusontains pointers to the heap and these pointers have to be followed by the marking phase of agarbage olletor and on baktraking over the reation of a global variable set to uninitialised: thiswould not be a problem if all loading happened before any exeution, but above, we have shownthe need to give a similar semantis to modules that are loaded later. From this it follows thatthe assoiation data struture must also reside on the heap and must itself be reated before anyexeution takes plae. Sine we want to fous on the priniple �rst, let's take as assoiation datastruture just an open ended list: its elements are pairs asso(< variablename >;< value >) inwhih the < variablename > is bound. The �rst implementation of global baktrakable variablesthen onsists of:gv init :- '$gv init'( ).gv init/0 must be alled before and in onjuntion with any query. '$gv init'/1 is implementedin C roughly asgv asso table = X(0); /* X(0) is the first WAM argument register */where gv asso table is a TAGGED global C variable.To set the value of a global variable:gv set(Name,Value) :-'$gv get asso table'(Table),member hek(asso(Name,OldValue),Table),(var(OldValue) ->reate mutable(Value,OldValue); update mutable(Value,OldValue)).Here, '$gv get asso table'/1 uni�es its argument with the global C variable gv asso table. Toget the value of a global variable: 3



gv get(Name,Value) :-'$gv get asso table'(Table),member hek(asso(Name,OldValue),Table),(var(OldValue) ->error('no value for gv'(Name)); get mutable(Value,OldValue)).We have to ater for initialisation of global variables and for error detetion when a globalvariable is aessed before it is initialised (remember that the init part in the glob var delarationis optional). This an be ahieved by ompiling the above glob var delaration to::- multifile '$gv initial value'/2.'$gv initial value'('X',[1,2,3℄).and adapting gv get as follows:gv get(Name,Value) :-'$gv get asso table'(Table),member hek(asso(Name,OldValue),Table),(var(OldValue) ->('$gv initial value'(Name,InitValue) ->InitValue = Value,reate mutable(Name,Value); error('no value for gv'(Name))); get mutable(Value,OldValue)).Inidentely, this has also solved the problem of modules loaded later: when baktraking oursover the �rst ourene of a global variable, the initial value will be reinstalled on the next "�rst"use.The above assoiation data struture is not very satisfying: its omplexity is too high. Insteadof an open-ended list, one ould use an ordered tree or a hash table: we shortly desribe the latter,ompletely implemented in Prolog. The hash table resides on the Prolog heap and still uses theabove desribed '$gv get asso table'/1 and 'gv init'/0.gv init :-funtor(Table,'$gv hashtable',251), % 251 must be a prime numberprolog:'$gv init'(Table).gv get(Name,Val) :-gv get entry(Name,Entry),% Entry is either free or [Name|MutableValue℄(var(Entry) ->error('no value for gv'(Name)); Entry = [ |MutableValue℄,get mutable(Val,MutableValue)). 4



gv set(Name,Val) :-gv get entry(Name,Entry),% Entry is either free or [Name|MutableValue℄(var(Entry) ->Entry = [Name|MutableValue℄,reate mutable(Val,MutableValue); Entry = [ |MutableValue℄,update mutable(Val,MutableValue)).gv get entry(Name,Entry) :-prolog:'$gv get hash table'(HashTable),funtor(HashTable, ,Size),prolog:'$term hash'(Name,-1,Size,HashVal),Lo is HashVal + 1,searh name(Name,HashTable,Size,Size,Lo,Entry).searh name(Name,HashTable,Size,Todo,Lo,Entry) :-arg(Lo,HashTable,E),(var(E) ->E = Entry; E = [N| ℄,(N = Name ->E = Entry; (Todo < 1 ->write('gv hash table full - gv not added'(Name)), nl, fail; NewTodo is Todo - 1,NL is Lo + 7, % 7 is prime(NL > Size ->NewLo is NL - Size; NewLo = NL),searh name(Name,HashTable,Size,NewTodo,NewLo,Entry)))).This implementation of the hash table does not ater diretly for table expansion (and the arityrestrition of SICStus to 255 is rather annoying), but by making the table itself a mutable and abit more work, this an be ahieved.One might think that one ould use diretly the library asso whih implements AVL-trees: onehas to be, beause the global C-variable gv asso table annot be (destrutively) trailed (it doesn'treside on the heap nor loal stak). An adaption of the asso library however does the job.The implementation we prefer for HAL, uses the fat that in HAL all GBVs are known atompile time. This makes it possible to assoiate with eah GBV an integer > 0 at load time, anduse this integer for diret aess in an array. This is ahieved by translating the delaration of aGBV, e.g. :- glob var X is list(int) is [1,2,3℄. to the SICStus diretive5



:- r gv init value('X',[1,2,3℄).The implementation of remember gv init value/2 isremember gv init value(Name,InitValue) :-get next integer(N),assert(assoiate(Name,N)).:- dynami urrent integer/1.urrent integer(1).get next integer(N) :-retrat(urrent integer(N)),M is N + 1,assert(urrent integer(M)).We also de�ne term expansion/2, whose main funtion will be to transform a goal like$X := <term>to the goalgv set(<NX>,'X',<term>)where < NX > is the integer assoiated to $X, and similar for gv get. The implementation ofgv get/3 now beomesgv get(Int,Name,Val) :-'$gv get asso table'(Table),arg(Int,Table,Entry),(var(Entry) ->error('no value for gv'(Name)); get mutable(Val,Entry)).and gv set looks similar.It is lear that this will give onstant time and low ost aess to GBVs in HAL: the limitationof the arity of ompound terms in SICStus is a nuisane at the moment, but this will not be aproblem later in Merury.3 The soped to onstrut for BGVsHAL features a onstrut whih sopes BGVs to a partiular goal:[$X℄ soped to Goalmeans that the value of $X before and just after the exeution of Goal is the same and thatwhen the exeution baktraks into Goal, the old value of $X is restored. Given one of the aboveimplementations of BGVs, the soped to onstrut is simply translated to SICStus as:6



gv get('X',ValBefore),all(Goal),gv set('X',ValBefore)It has been suggested that the variables that are not initialized in the soped to onstrut, areinitted to uninit so that subsequent use is deteted as error. At this point, there has not been adeision on this issue: in [$X℄ soped to Goal, the $X has a value that one wants to ompute within Goal to start with, although one wants it reset after Goal is �nished; maybe one ould write forthat [$X := $X℄ soped to Goal but that looks ugly.4 More implemention issues related to GBVsSine GBVs reside on the heap, one has to onsider their (heap) garbage olletion: this is nota moot point, as the reahability of GBVs in the global implementation, does not translate intoreahability of ordinary variables. A simple example illustrates this:a :- $X := f(9), b.b :- write($X).The term "f(9)" is reahable from the body of b/0, but there is no X- or Y-variable (in termsof WAM) that embodies this reahability. The garbage olletor in SICStus is rather preise, butit is also onservative in two more respets: it approximates onservatively the reahability ofintermediate values of mutables (see setion 4.1) and it does not rejuvenate garbage as in [2℄. If itwere more preise, the term f(9) might be olleted by the garbage olletor before b/0 is entered(resulting in the output of garbage :-). Fortunately, the remedy is easy in SICStus: all we have todo is make sure that the assoiation table is marked during garbage olletion; this is ahieved byputting the (entry to the) table in the foreign language interfae stak (i stak).4.1 Garbage olletion of mutablesThe fat that the SICStus garbage olletor approximates onservatively the reahability of inter-mediate values of mutables, is exatly why we have not to do more about early reset: the followingexample shows a situation in whih the usual reahability of data strutures together with a moreaggressive identi�ation of garbage would have aused problems:a :- $X := f(1),( $X := f(2), g; true),write($X).?- a.At the moment of garbage olletion (all to g/0), there is no "lassial" sense in whih thestruture f(1) is alive and one ould rightfully expet a preise garbage olletor to ollet it;however, it is fortunate for us that SICStus does not ollet this term. On the other hand, a veryloal hange in heapg. would solve this problem otherwise.7



5 Comparison with threaded variablesBaktrakable global variables an be implemented by threading variables [4, 3℄. This has advan-tages and disadvantages: threading variables is diÆult to ombine with separate ompilation andwith higher-order prediates. The former problem ours when module foo uses module bar andthe implementation of bar hanges in that it starts using global variables, then module foo mustbe reompiled, even if the interfae of bar doesn't hange. We think this is a serious drawbakof threading, espeially sine in HAL, onstraint solvers will typially keep their solver state inglobal variables, and it is rather inoneivable that an appliation must be reompiled beause thesolver implementation has hanged. Higher-order prediates are problemati for threading vari-ables, beause the analysis - as desribed in [4℄ - is in general inaurate and therefore the safeapproximation onsists in assuming that all global variables have to be threaded through, resultingin unneessary overhead. A global implementation as desribed in setion ℄refset2 solves bothproblems. However, several aveats remain: goal reordering, eÆieny ...5.1 Goal reordering in the presene of global variables.The ontext being HAL, means that onjuntions (and disjuntions) an be reordered as long as themodes are respeted: this is exatly like in Merury. With the semantis of global variables givenby threading variables (i.e. by a program transformation), the goal reordering phase in the ompilerlearly omes after the transformation phase: the program transformation must deide about themodes of the added arguments, and in this way impliitly restrits the allowed reordering. Withoutthreading variables, no further restritions are put on reordering, however di�erent reorderings willresult in di�erent results omputed by the program; a representative example is:a :- b, , ground write($X).b :- $X := 1. :- $X := 2.?- a.Depending on the goal reordering in prediate a/0, the resulting output is 1 or 2 (assuming thatthe mode of ground write/1 is "in"). It shows that the semantis of our implementation of globalvariables is not unique. This is true: the HAL semantis of the above program is indeed that either1 or 2 is output. The situation is similar to the semantis in onurrent languages, where any validexeution path leads to a possible and orret answer: it is up to the programmer to ensure thatevery possible answer is intended. In HAL, the programmer is helped by the fat that she hasexpliit ontrol over reordering.We want to stress that we believe that the issue of reordering in the presene of global variables,is not "in ontradition" with our proposed implementation method: threading restrits the seman-tis in an evenly unlogial way, beause (simplifying the issue) it imposes impliitly the seletionstrategy to left-to-right.5.2 EÆieny.It is very easy to give examples in whih threading is more eÆient than our implementation, andvie versa: it might appear that within a strongly onneted omponent of the all graph whihdoes not surpass the module boundary (and whih onsequentely has no higher-order prediates8



whih annot be analysed), threading of the global variables might be more eÆient than theglobal implementation method, but whether this is really true depends on generally undeidableproperties like failure, multiple solutions, frequeny of ativation, granularity ... However, whiheverway GBVs are implemented, the following odea :- ($X = 0 ->true; Y is $X - 1,$X := Y,dosomething, % does not hange $Xa).should lead to the following generated ode/* pikup $X from threaded variable or from assoiation table */register int i = $X;while (i-- != 0)dosomething;$X = i;So, there is no point in trying to deide for one implementation method or the other. Whenintermodule or higher-order alls are involved, the global implementation method seems most ap-propriate. But for piees of ode inside one module and without higher-order alls, threading anbe the more eÆient implementation, depending on the qualities of the ompiler and/or propertiesof the program whih might have to be approximated by analysis.6 DisussionWe have shown an alternative implementation of baktrakable global variables in SICStus: thisimplementation an be arried over to any implementation whih has a destrutive update trail.Eventually, there will be an implementation of Merury with suh a trail, to support the oneptswe desire. The design of the Merury implementation of GBVs is already done and guaranteesthe same aess time to a GBV as C has to a stati variable: it is only a minor variation on thethird implementation method in setion 3. The global implementation of GBVs aters for separateompilation and higher-order alls, but is loally not neessarily most eÆient: a new analysis needsto be developed to allow for a more exible implementation that swithes between the two.AknowledgementsThe �rst author was a guest at the University of Melbourne and the University of Monash at thetime of this researh. All authors aknowledge support from the HAL projet ARC Large Grant.9
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